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AN OFFICE POD 
LIKE NO OTHER

As climate impact becomes more urgent, 

striking a balance between the workforce 

and carbon reduction has never been more 

important. Industries are recognising that 

flexibility and functionality is the key as more 

and more staff are working, all or in part, 

from home.

A hybrid office pod powered by the sun could 

form a vital solution for many businesses which 

is why urbanpods developed S O L Ä R , an office 

pod like no other.

Kind to nature, S O L Ä R  offers staff the flexibility 

to work anywhere, as well as saving business 

money and reducing their carbon footprint by 

using clean, sustainable energy – the sun.

Kind to the budget too, it comes complete to 

your workplace or home, fully finished and 

ready to use. It offers the perfect workforce 

solution for many businesses with free power 

for most of the year!!





S O L Ä R  1 & 2

Made from the most advanced technology on the market today, the S O L Ä R  comes in two sizes. It offers as standard:

» Solar panels, a hybrid inverter that allows you to turn the sun’s energy 

into power, and a standard range battery for power storage

» High quality insulation  

» Infra-red heating

» Solar reflective glass  

» An integrated desk and storage 

» An easily movable structure (on wheels) 

» Live streaming energy usage data and control system 

» 10m back up power cable (for the dark winter months or recharging)

The benefits:

» Happy flexi-working staff 

» Contribution to carbon emissions targets  

» Off-grid solution  - so no infrastructure headaches 

» S O L Ä R  will save you money

» Zero maintenance 

» Kind to the planet

2 solar panels reflective glass desk and storage



SOLÄR 1 £12,916 +VAT 

- foot print 2.1 x 2.1 m2

- 2.2 m high

SOLÄR 2 £14,583 +VAT 

- foot print 2.8 x 2.1 m2

- 2.2 m high



FEATURING S O L Ä R

Personalise your pod with strong business branding, simply change the 

colour of the pod or wrap your pod with a beautiful inspiring picture.  

£700 + VAT

If you need more than the standard wheels, adjustable feet gives the pod 

a more permanent levelling foundation system (adjustable to 100 mm).  

£250 for 4 feet

For hybrid connection and longevity of battery usage we have included a 

back-up cable: 10m included in price | 20m £150 | 30m £200 | 40m £250

Standard range battery (estimated range 6 hours*), solar panels and hybrid 

invertor (included as standard)

Long range battery (estimated range 8 hours*) plus 2 additional batteries 

and upgraded invertor - £700 + VAT

*Estimated range based on use with clear and direct sunlight. Please refer to manual.



T H E  S O L Ä R  POD

» is good for your pocket 

» it is good for the planet

» is good for business

» is good for the soul

THE FACTS

Solar energy is a completely free source of 

energy, and it is found in abundance.

Solar energy produces no pollution, has no 

environmental effects and is ecologically 

acceptable.

By relying on battery backup, solar energy can 

provide electricity 24×7, even on cloudy days 

and at night.

Solar panels are virtually maintenance-free 

since the batteries require no water or other 

regular service and will last for years. Once 

solar panels are installed, there are no recurring 

costs.

Our S O L Ä R  pod is clever as it always uses 

the solar power first.  If usage is too high it will 

convert to the back-up power.
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Discover SOLÄR for yourself at
Unit 19 Napier Square | Livingston | EH54 5DG




